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ABSTRACT

It is suggested that the mind is able to go beyond the limitations of sound algorithmic

deductions by virtue of the fact that it is not error free, and a proposal is made concerning

how one might go about trying to construct an artificial mind.
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Non-Computability

Penrose [Penrose, 1989; 1994] has made a very good case that the mind operates on

principles that go beyond those governing present day digital computers. In order to show that the

mind goes beyond algorithmic capability, one need only locate one task that can be realised by the

mind but not algorithmically. It was Gödel who located the proof that there are valid conclusions that a

sound algorithm cannot reach, and Penrose [1994] who simplified it considerably. As Penrose has

written [1994]: "Among the things that Gödel indisputably established was that no formal system of

sound mathematical rules of proof can ever suffice, even in principle, to establish all the true

propositions of ordinary arithmetic". This rather negative result can be viewed more optimistically in the

context of the mind, for some truths inaccessible to the sound mathematical algorithm are known to the

human mind; and so Gödel's theorem can be viewed as demonstrating "that there must be more to

human thinking than can be achieved by a computer, in the sense that we understand the term

'computer' today" [Penrose, 1994].

Penrose goes further to question what this extra might be, and proposes that it should be a

part of scientific theory, but a part that has still to be discovered. Here we take a gentler view and try to

see if there might exist a mechanism within the body of known science.

The Hybrid Mind

Gödel himself realised that an unsound algorithm would not be constrained in the way of a

sound one, and Turing was also aware that fallibility might be a mechanism whereby the 'out of reach'

conclusions could be grasped. The penalty to be paid for the need of a defective mechanism is that not

all conclusions drawn by it need be valid. Penrose argues [1994] that since the mind is indeed capable

of rigorous thought ('able to perceive unassailable mathematical truths'), an error driven mind cannot be

the case, and goes about seeking an alternative mechanism. The basis of these arguments, which are

mathematical in nature, is that they are applied to a single system, and neglect the idea of Sigmund

Freud that there may actually be two separate parts of the mind, which Freud named the ego and the id.

One might go on to propose an algorithmic working for the one part, while the imaginative component

would be associated with the non-sound part. These two units would work separately, such that the

calculating mind would set up and present a problem to the wandering mind which would respond with

loosely argued deductions that might or might not be valid. It would then be the task of the calculating

component to try to rigorously confirm or reject the proposals, and such a hybrid combination might

explain the seemingly paradoxical ability of an imprecise mind to be precise.

This would fit the picture of 'sleeping' on a problem, when the unreasoning part 'dreams' up

ideas and the machine is introspective, and a wake period when the reasoning part is dominant and

assesses the worth of the ideas, interacts with the external environment, and responds with further

problems for its companion to contemplate. The difficulty of these two mechanisms to operate well

together would explain the function of sleep.



This picture is remarkably close to Darwin's theory of evolution, where there are deviations,

both good and bad, filtered by selection. The result of evolution certainly gives the impression of the

product of intelligence, although one would be hard put to see any awareness in the workings of

natural selection.

A machine built on these proposed principles could reach accurate deductions beyond the

reach of the Gödel limit, and so perhaps be considered a valid simulation of the mind.

The Thinking Machine

As well as investigating the biological brain itself, one might consider actually building an

artificial two part device along the lines proposed above. One stage would be of unsound algorithm; an

oracle of vague concepts (not always correct), and the second (more traditional), which should be of

sound algorithm, to filter the ideas, picking out the valid or sound ones. There should be some

interaction between these two components in the form of feedback, in that the algorithmic mind could

suggest subject matter for the oracle (pose questions). This scheme could perhaps even be

implemented on a computer architecture of today's type, although the purposeful use of an unsound

algorithm would make at least part of it unsound, and one might want to refer to such a 'flawed' machine

by a name other than 'computer'.

This idea of exploring around the line of sound thinking (one might imagine trying not to be too

'unsound') is computationally very intense, and it is feared that today's computational power might not

take one beyond the intelligence of a flat worm, and so the intelligence might be difficult to discern. It is

possible that the biological mind itself might actually take advantage of the enormous computational

power encoded in the quantum world, which 'explores all paths at once'. But this would not be a matter

of principle, but rather technology.

Understanding

In all the arguments presented so far, there is no hint at where understanding might lie. In this

context, it might be illuminating to ponder how the proposed hybrid program might be coded to play

chess.

The concept, for example, of advancing the pawns to free the movement of the more powerful

pieces behind is not wholly sound, for many forward moves are not permitted within the rules. But the

human often thinks in these vague ways (partially unsound if you will) and then applies the sound rules

to tighten up the proposal and see if the idea floats. Such 'loose' thinking is crucial to understanding,

even though calling it unsound gives it a negative taint. Such strategic ideas are already implemented

as 'heuristic thinking', and might constitute just the loose unsound thinking required.

The idea is to sometimes deal with larger units to which there are no valid simple rules, only

imprecisely valid ideas. In a certain sense this is reductionism on its head; an attempt to simplify matters,

but not by going to the smaller unit, but by generalising about the bigger unit and so making

approximations in the process, which is just another way of saying making small errors, and so not using



wholly sound arguments.

Science itself, is hierarchical. For example it is physics that forms the base level, then comes

chemistry and biology. Strategy is seen only on the higher levels, the physicist seeing little of Darwinian

evolution, while the evolutionist tends to work with qualitative ideas.

So it could be that the unsound mind deals with generalities, groups of objects and applies

ideas to these, and the sound mind checks the plausibility at the root level. This grouping and

development of approximate rules seems to be what permits understanding to enter, for what seems

so difficult to see at the brick level, is all so easy when one thinks in terms, not of bricks, but walls. The

concept of a house is then but a step away, although the unsound proposal of a horizontal wall is then

all so easy to propose, and rejected only at the brick level.

Conclusions

The main thrust of this work is not so much propose something new, but tie together two

seemingly diverse ideas. The argument is that heuristic thinking is not only useful, but actually

necessary for thinking. It is hoped that this will bridge the gap between those that argue a computer can

think and those that argue it cannot, it being claimed that a computer running an unsound algorithm in

conjunction with a sound one is not limited by Gödel's theorem.
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